Over the past several months, work has been underway to review the Inn’s communications and website. The Inn’s website needs to be up to date to enable it to serve both our current members as well as being an important means of communication for prospective members as well as our outreach programme. This is especially the case where communications are increasingly based upon more visual platforms than a simple website.

The Inn does not currently have a coherent communications strategy and appropriate branding and communication tools to allow it to communicate the importance of its work to members, prospective members, key stakeholders and the public. It is important for the Inn to have an identifiable digital and physical presence so that it is recognized as a leader in education and training and outreach for the profession and
therefore attracts the brightest students from all backgrounds.

A lot of the work carried out by the Inn goes unrecognised. For example, the Inn, along with the other Inns and Circuits, is about to deliver compulsory vulnerable witness training to approximately 6,000 barristers undertaking publicly-funded serious sexual offences cases. This training will also be delivered by members of the Inn on a pro-bono basis. Similarly, the Inn’s effort to widen access to the Bar via its outreach programme is supported by members of the Inn on a pro-bono basis.

There is a growing need for the Inn to be able to provide training resources online. Similar needs are being raised in relation to qualifying sessions and continuing professional development as well as outreach and student support. This is particularly important in relation to training opportunities and support for members on circuit.

The Inn’s historic traditions of hospitality, collegiality and good fellowship underpin the ethos of education, foster loyalty and nurture the extraordinary commitment of many members to train and educate students and fellow members. Cohesive messaging and adaptable, robust technology which provides a stronger virtual presence will enable better engagement with our members on circuit and overseas and with employed barristers, future members and with ‘lost’ members.

Improved engagement with the Inn will result in greater use of the Inn’s facilities and attendance at social events, part of the Inn’s tradition of hospitality and collegiality, which provide useful additional networking opportunities. Engagement will be enabled by a clear, crisp, informative website which is easily navigated and fully integrated with our CRM system. The result will be a shrinking of distances, making the work of the Inn more accessible to its wider membership. Over time, we aim to increase the Inn’s virtual presence, providing services and resources to its members whilst at the same time continuing to maintain a physical presence for those who are able to benefit from this.

How the Library communicates and interacts with members via its excellent web services during the proposed implementation of Project Pegasus and afterwards will be of vital importance, as well as how those services are to be developed and expanded.

To enable us to carry out this important work, the Inn has engaged an agency to assist with a scoping study to produce new brand visuals and architecture for a new website. The agency will gather the views of a broad cross-section of the Inn’s membership through a series of telephone interviews and online questionnaires to be conducted over the coming weeks.

This is an exciting project which should enable the Inn to position itself for the future and to protect all it stands for as well as ensuring that it serves its current members, prospective members as well as those we hope to reach via our outreach programme.

We do however need your help to make this exercise worthwhile and long lasting. Please tell us what you think by sending your views to: views@innertemple.org.uk
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW YEAR’S HONOURS

Congratulations to Master Beringer (right) on being awarded a CBE and to His Honour Michael Findlay Baker QC DL on receiving a CBE.

PRESIDENT OF THE EMPLOYMENT APPEAL

The Honourable Mrs Justice Simler has been appointed to be the President of the Employment Appeal Tribunal by The Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales.

Master Philip Moser has been appointed Joint Head of Monkton Chambers.

NEW SILKS

Congratulations to the Inn’s new Silks appointed by Her Majesty The Queen on the advice of the Lord Chancellor, Michael Gove MP, following consideration by the independent Queen’s Counsel Selection Panel.

Daniel Bayfield QC
Terence Bergin QC
Lisa Busch QC
Simon Cairnes QC
Douglas Campbell QC
Emma Deacon QC
Catin Evans QC
Adam Feest QC
Simon Fox QC
Richard Ground QC

Ian Henderson QC
Nicholas Johnson QC
Cyrus Larizadeh QC
Simon Malynicz QC
Cathryn McGahey QC
John McKendrick QC
Paul Mitchell QC
Andrew Norton QC
Timothy Penny QC
Steven Perian QC

Adam Prest QC
Anya Proops QC
Tobias Riley-Smith QC
Sudhanshu Swaroop QC
Owain Thomas QC
Ben Valentin QC
Thomas Weekes QC
Gemma White QC

COUNCIL OF THE INNS OF COURT

The Trustees of the Council of the Inns of Court are pleased to announce:

President of COIC
Desmond Browne QC is to succeed Lord Justice Pitchford on 1 May.

Inns of Court College of Advocacy
Derek Wood QC is to become the first Chair of Inns of Court College of Advocacy (formerly the Advocacy Training Council). Dr Catherine MacKenzie, Inner Temple Associate Academic Fellow, has been appointed Academic Governor and Master Sam Stein has been appointed Inner Temple Governor.

Lord Justice Pitchford, outgoing Chair of the Advocacy Training Council Master Nicholas Green and the Advocacy Training Council Executive have provided superb leadership, thereby strengthening and transforming the work of COIC and the Advocacy Training Council.
INNERVIEW EASTER TERM

GIFT TO THE INN
PORTRAIT OF
MASTER GRIFFITHS

The Inn is very grateful to Lady Griffiths for her generous donation of a fine portrait of her late husband and the Inn’s past Treasurer, Master Griffiths (The Rt Hon The Lord Griffiths MC), who died on 30 May 2015. Painted by renowned portraitist, Nick Bashall, the background features reference to the House of Lords and the flags of Lords Cricket Club and of the Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews, Master Griffiths having been the only man to hold consecutively both the Presidency of Marylebone Cricket Club and the Captaincy of the Royal & Ancient. Amongst other medals, Master Griffiths wears his MC, awarded in recognition of his distinguished service in the Welsh Guards 2nd (Tank) battalion during World War II. Lady Griffiths visited recently to view the portrait hanging in the Drawing Room, saying that she had donated the painting to the Inn because she felt the Inn was “his true home”.

TEMPLE WOMEN’S FORUM

A HELPING HAND: EXPERT’S GUIDE TO DEVELOPING CAREERS

Keynote speaker:
Peninah Thompson, CEO The Mentoring Foundation

Panelists
Dr. Diane Hodgson, Director of Coaching and Management Development at JSB
Sarah White, Place Campbell Chartered Accountants
Geraldine Gallacher, Executive Coaching Consultancy

MIDDLE TEMPLE HALL
MONDAY 18 APRIL, 5.30-8.00PM

To register: www.innertemple.org.uk/twfl8april
MASTER GOVE MEETS THE TREASURER
21 JANUARY 2016

RECENT EVENTS

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST: MUSIC IN PRISONS 21ST ANNIVERSARY CONCERT
4 FEBRUARY 2016

Standing ovation for violinist Maxim Vengerov.

Master Taylor, Chair of The Irene Taylor Trust, with Eileen, advisor to the Board at the Irene Taylor Trust. Former Music in Prisons project participant Eileen is able to provide the insight of a service user to the decisions made by the Trustees. She also acts as an ambassador for the Trust’s work and has supported the Trust’s Project Team on creative projects both inside prisons and in the community with ex prisoners.

Photographs: Robert McElroy

The Treasurer and Maxim Vengerov.
AMITY DINNER FOR MIDDLE TEMPLE
2 MARCH 2016
PRIVATE GUEST NIGHT

CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION
3 COURSE DINNER WITH OUTSTANDING WINES FROM THE INN’S CELLAR

WEDNESDAY 22 JUNE 2016
7.15PM FOR 7.45PM

DRESS CODE: BLACK TIE
BENCHERS: £81.50
MEMBERS OF HALL: £68.00
STUDENTS: £32.50
STUDENT GUESTS: £36.00

TO BOOK: CONTACT ROSY GOTELEE ON 020 7797 8250
RGOTELEE@INNERTEMPLE.ORG.UK
HTTPS://PORTAL.INNERTEMPLE.ORG.UK

PRIVATE GUEST NIGHT
The Inn holds three Private Guest Nights each year. These wonderful social occasions are black tie events to which Students, Members of Hall and Benchers can invite friends, family, colleagues and clients to enjoy the Inn’s excellent hospitality. Members and their guests enjoy a champagne reception followed by a three course dinner with outstanding wines from the Inn’s cellar. Benchers can invite one guest. Members of Hall and Students can invite more than one guest, subject to capacity.
CONFERENCE

PROMOTING PROSPERITY IN THE COMMONWEALTH
PRACTICAL WAYS TO COMBAT FRAUD, BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION THROUGH COMMONWEALTH CO-OPERATION

The Inner Temple is co-operating with the Royal Commonwealth Society by hosting this important conference on Monday 18 April, 10.30am to 1.45pm including lunch. The modern Commonwealth comprises 53 nations, 30 percent of the world’s population and 15 per cent of the world’s Gross Domestic Product. The common law pervades them all. Principal guest speaker is Baroness Patricia Scotland, Secretary General of the Commonwealth Secretariat, plus expert speakers from the Inner Temple. Delegates will be mainly High Commissioners in London but the Inn has a limited number of tickets for members. Please apply to jcollis@innertemple.org.uk.

SAVE THE DATE
BAR EUROPEAN GROUP
TUESDAY 3 MAY

PRESIDENT: THE RT HON LORD JUSTICE LAWS

The Inn will be pleased to host the Bar European Group for a debate on the implications for constitutional law in the United Kingdom of a vote against continued membership of the European Union from 5.15pm on Tuesday 3 May. The event will be chaired by Master Laws. Further details will be made available on the Inn’s website in due course.

PROFESSOR CATHERINE BARNARD
PROFESSOR VERNON BOGDANOR
MASTER FALCONER
INNER TEMPLE MEMBER VISITS ZAMBIA

ALEX LAWSON

The quest for pupillage takes student members to some strange places, but I never thought it would take me across the globe. While casting about for things to do since completing the BPTC, I came across the charity initiative - Challenges Worldwide, part of the International Citizen’s Service.

I applied as a team leader and helped lead a group of 28 junior consultants to Zambia, half of whom were UK graduates and the other half locals. They worked with local businesses to try to improve the economy, doing a sterling job I might add. I had a great time in Lusaka but, while I was miles away from the UK, I did my best to carry the Inn with me. With the help of the Sub-Treasurer and Jennie Collis, I was put in touch with the local Bar in Zambia. While I was kept busy (and very warm) I had the time to attend a number of tiers of the Zambian court, visit the local law schools, and generally make myself known to the local Bar. The Law Association of Zambia were extremely welcoming, and through my meetings with them and the Inn’s assistance in helping me attend the International Bar Association Conference in Livingstone (conveniently taking in a trip to the falls), I hope that I have been able to strengthen the Inn’s links on the continent and, indeed, forge new ones. The guidance of my Inner Temple Mentor, David de Jéhan was also instrumental in helping me find my feet in Africa.

While at the conference and in my other travels, I met lawyers from all across Sub-Saharan Africa, discovering that whether they were from South Africa, Botswana, Malawi, Nigeria, Ghana, or to my surprise, Inverness, the spirit of the Bar and legacy of the common law remains strong. The topics of debate at the conference included ethics, the role of foreign law firms, the role of women at the Bar, and one revelation which may not surprise many, that CPD is a wonderful thing that no one seems to have enough time for.

My time in Zambia taught me a lot about different cultures and climates, legal or otherwise, and I have also been fortunate enough to take some work home with me. I would not have been able to do this were it not for the Inn and look forward to doing so again in a planned trip to the US, as part of the Inn’s Internship Scholarship award scheme.
THE INNER TEMPLE HAS COMMISSIONED A NEW OPERA ABOUT THE FIRE OF LONDON BY MATT ROGERS AND SALLY O’REILLY

SAVE THE DATE

TEMPLE CHURCH
27/28/29 OCTOBER 2016

At its westernmost point, the Great Fire of 1666 was finally extinguished on the roof of Inner Temple Hall, saving the Temple Church and many of the Inn’s remaining buildings from the flames. The year 2016 marks the 350th anniversary of these events. The Inner Temple has commissioned this new opera as part of its contribution to the Citywide commemorations. Tickets will be on sale via Temple Music Foundation from 1st May.
READER’S LECTURE SERIES 2016:

WEDNESDAY 27 APRIL 2016
PRIVACY & THE MEDIA
DR PAUL WRAGG
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
INNER TEMPLE
ACADEMIC FELLOW

TO BOOK
STUDENTS:
Book online:
https://portal.innertemple.org.uk

MEMBERS OF HALL:
Book online:
https://portal.innertemple.org.uk
or contact jfenton@innertemple.org.uk,
020 7797 8250 with payment details

BENCHERS:
Contact Rosy Gotelee on
rgotelee@innertemple.org.uk
or 020 7797 8183

Drinks for Benchers in the Luncheon Room: 6pm
Lecture/Debate: 6.30-7.30pm
Drinks reception: 7.30-8.30pm

COST
Members: £10.00, Students: £5.00
Members of Other Inns: £10.00

LECTURE SERIES:
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THE LAW

PROFESSOR TRIGG
EMERITUS PROFESSOR
OF PHILOSOPHY
AT UNIVERSITY
OF WARWICK

LAW AND RELIGION
Wednesday 20 April
Parliament Chamber
Inner Temple
5.30pm for 5.45pm
Followed by drinks reception

To book:
https://portal.innertemple.org.uk
Master Simon Brown’s lecture will focus on The Honourable Daines Barrington (1727-1800). He was a member of one of the most powerful families in the Georgian era, former Treasurer of this Inn, bachelor and resident in King’s Bench Walk and a polymath who excelled in many disciplines outside of law.

The lecture will discuss the myriad of Barrington’s investigations ranging from turkeys & swallows, to the Cornish language, the search for the mythical North West Passage and Captain Cook’s expeditions which he initiated through his contacts in the Admiralty, as well as his invention of psychological profiling in his studies of child prodigies such as Mozart, ending on his last legacy before his burial in the vault of the Temple Church – the picturesque Great Garden of the Inner Temple.

5.30 for 6pm
Inner Temple Parliament Chamber
Lecture: £10
Bowl food supper: £16.00
To book: https://portal.innertemple.org.uk
TEMPLE STREET PARTY
TO CELEBRATE
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN’S
90TH BIRTHDAY

INNER TEMPLE GARDEN
SUNDAY 12 JUNE 2016
12.30pm-4pm
BOUNCY CASTLE AND CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT

TICKETS:
Child: £12.50 (2-12 years’ old)
Adult: £30
Prices Include food and drink

TO BOOK:
Tickets are available from the Treasury Office on 0207 797 2850 or rgotelee@inner_temple.org.uk

CHORAL MATTINS
Residents, Members and their families and guests are warmly invited to a special service of Choral Mattins in the Temple Church at 11.15pm at which there will be a Coronation Play for the Children. Dukes, Duchesses, Archbishops and HM The Queen herself are all needed!

If your children or grandchildren would like to take part, please contact Liz Clarke in the Church Music Office, 020 7427 5650 or Liz@templechurch.com

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS EVENT WILL REPLACE THE TEMPLE BIG PICNIC
CIRCUITS CONFERENCE
26 FEBRUARY 2016

Following a reorganisation of the Inn’s Circuit Committee, with each circuit now having a representative Bencher as its local chairman, supported, where possible, by an Assistant Master of the Circuit and a member of the Bar Liaison Committee, the Treasurer convened a Circuit Conference on 26 February in the Inner Temple Library.

Presentations were given about membership numbers on circuit, online Library services, social outreach programmes, education and training events across the circuits and the Inn’s proposed communications strategy. Circuit representatives were asked to encourage other local members to become more involved in the work of the Inn by attending receptions, supporting regional Qualifying Sessions and Student residential weekends, and by taking part in scholarship interviewing and advocacy training.

Circuit members were also told about the wide range of Library services available to them; the document supply service, current awareness blog, enquiry desk and the Library’s gateway site, AccessToLaw, www.accesstolaw.com.

THE INN IS NOW WORKING WITH THE MASTERS OF THE CIRCUITS:

- To bring our membership database fully up to date;
- To arrange an annual conference on circuit;
- For every circuit dinner to be immediately preceded by a local qualifying session for students at local providers;
- To appoint a contact on each circuit for Inn BPTC student reps at local providers to assist with local qualifying sessions;
- To encourage circuit chambers to join the Pegasus Access and Support Scheme;
- The Inn will be seeking to increase significantly the budgets for circuit events:
  - For students to attend circuit events;
  - To fund travel costs for members on circuit to travel to the Inn for relevant events;
  - For circuits to arrange more events for member and BPTC/university/school students;
- The Sub-Treasurer will continue to attend circuit dinners and to arrange meetings with circuit representatives. He will also meet circuit representatives when attending Bar School dinners.

PRACTISING MEMBERS ON CIRCUITS

SOUTH EAST
1,674
62%

WESTERN
266
10%

EUROPEAN
4
>1%

MIDLAND
304
11%

NORTHERN
275
10%

NORTHEASTERN
185
7%
We are pleased to announce that the Junior Bar Association is setting up a new programme of informal drinks evenings featuring a short talk on a legal topic. The first such evening will take place from 18:30 to 20:30 on Thursday 21 April. We are delighted that Master Pascoe QC will be in attendance as our first speaker.

We are delighted that Cyrus Larizadeh QC, of 4PB and Senate House Chambers, will be our second speaker in our new programme of informal drinks evenings. The topic for this talk will be: “Everything you wanted to know about sexual abuse cases but were afraid to ask”.

We are delighted to announce that the Junior Bar Association has arranged a visit to the UK Supreme Court, the final court of appeal in the UK for civil cases, and for criminal cases from England, Wales and Northern Ireland. It hears cases of the greatest public or constitutional importance affecting the whole population. It is envisaged that this will provide an opportunity to ask questions of one of the Supreme Court Judges during a questions and answers session. Delegates will then have the opportunity of a guided tour of the Court and its phenomenal library facilities with one of the Judicial Assistants to a Supreme Court Judge. CPD accreditation will be applied for.

For further information, please contact Jude Hodgson, Membership Registrar and Secretary to the Inn’s Circuit Representatives, jhodgson@innertemple.org.uk

Masters of the Circuits and Their Assistants

European Circuit
Master Nicholas Green
Kieron Beal QC (BLC Representative)

Midland Circuit
Master Bleasdale
Jason Hadden MBE (BLC Representative)

Northern Circuit
Master Birkett
Master Bancroft
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Simon Gurney
(BLC Representative)

North Eastern Circuit
Master Clark
Master Anne Richardson
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Alex Foster (BLC representative)

South Eastern Circuit
Master Coleman
Master Jeremy Carey
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Master Fiona Jackson
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Jason Sugarman (BLC Representative)

Wales Circuit
Master Parsley
David Elias (BLC Representative)

Western Circuit
Master Iain Hughes
Master Hiddleston
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Master Quinlan
(Assistant Master of the Circuit)
Richard Wheeler (BLC Representative)

If you would like to attend, RSVP to innerjba@gmail.com

If you would like to attend, RSVP to innerjba@gmail.com
SCHOOLS PROJECT

Through the Schools Project, the Inner Temple works with Pathways to Law, the Social Mobility Foundation and a number of Widening Participation teams to encourage further social mobility and diversity in the profession.

On Wednesday 17 February 2016, the Outreach Team welcomed a cohort of young people from sixth forms across England to participate in a day of workshops and discussions, providing crucial information on careers at the Bar. The day was very well received by those in attendance.

The continued success of the Schools Project is largely down to the barristers and judges who generously offer their time to work with our sixth formers, and so I would like to extend a warm thanks to: Judge Tanweer Ikram, The Hon Mrs Justice Cheema-Grubb, Carolina Bracken, Jonathan Bremner, Richard Dew, Adele Harrison, Georgina Howitt, Emily MacKenzie, David Mitchell and Helen Pugh.

If you would like to volunteer for future events, please contact Lacara Barnes-Rowe.

DINNERS FOR LEGAL ACADEMICS

The Inn holds three dinners for legal academics with around forty academics and members attending each. The first of this year's dinners took place in February, hosted by Master Treasurer. If you are interested in our work with legal academics, please contact Struan Campbell.
UNIVERSITY SOCIETIES & REGIONAL RECEPTIONS
Building strong relationships with university student law and Bar societies is a key part of the Inn's outreach programme. Since the start of the New Year, over a dozen university societies have visited the Inn. In addition, we provide small grants for student societies to run their own events.

The Inn was delighted to support LawCareers.Net, a comprehensive, online resource for future lawyers, by sponsoring the Best Society for Aspiring Barristers award at its annual Student Law Society Awards 2016. The nominees were University of Bristol Bar Society, Queen Mary Bar Society and York Bar Society. The winner, announced on 17 March, was the University of Bristol Bar Society.

Q&A DAY – CALLING ALL JUNIOR BARRISTERS!
The Question & Answer Day for prospective members is run in conjunction with the Junior Bar Association. This is an intensive annual event to be held on 19 June for undergraduate students who wish to learn more about the work of barristers and different areas of law.

We would particularly welcome members of the Junior Bar, those who entered the profession as mature students and members who have a disability who wish to be involved in this event. For more information, please contact Struan Campbell.

POLICE LIAISON SCHEME
The Police Liaison Scheme, chaired by Master Simon Davis, gives student members the opportunity to accompany officers on patrol to learn more about the work of the police. So far this year, over 20 students have shadowed police officers, with many more visits planned.

The aim of the scheme is to promote good relations between the police, Bar and judiciary and to foster a greater understanding of the entire criminal justice system. This is part of the Inn’s larger outreach work, which includes work with schools and educational charities. For more information about the Police Liaison Scheme, please contact Lacara Barnes-Rowe.

Mock Interview Scheme
The Mock Interview Scheme aims to help students develop their interview technique and build up confidence prior to pupillage interviews. This scheme is at its busiest in April-June and we are therefore now seeking barristers to help out. If you are interested in participating as an interviewing barrister, please contact Lacara Barnes-Rowe.

PUPILS ADVOCACY COURSE
So far this academic year, Inner Temple members have secured 141 first-six pupillages. In order to gain a practising certificate, first-six pupils must attend and pass an assessed advocacy course run by their Inn or circuit.

The second of the Inn’s annual compulsory advocacy courses for pupils took place in January and February 2016, attended by 48 pupils. The course comprises several sessions at the Inn (trial preparation, case analysis, and interlocutory applications) as well as a weekend of intensive advocacy training and video-review at Wotton House, and a mock trial at the Royal Courts of Justice.

We would like to thank the Inn’s dedicated advocacy trainers for giving up numerous evenings and weekends to teach the Inn’s pupils.
Does media like ‘Making a Murderer’ undermine the criminal justice system by portraying convicted criminals as innocent? Should a progressive female candidate refrain from marketing herself as a mother or wife as a tactic in a political campaign? Why would the USA make Taiwanese independence a major foreign policy aim?

On the 22 and 23 of January, these and other topical issues were posed to the 168 attendees of the Inner Temple Debating IV 2016. Celebrating the quick wit and confident delivery of students representing institutions from across England, Wales, Ireland, Belgrade, Singapore and the USA, 80 speakers competed across seven rounds in front of 50 judges to determine the best individuals and teams in the English Second Language, Novice and Open Categories.

Master Reader, Master Morley, the Sub-Treasurer and five student judges including the chair of the National Universities Debating Council, Alex Harris, judged the Open Final in the Parliament Chamber, on the motion THW conscientiously object in situations of war. Although Warwick, ably represented by Eliot Pallet and Raj Zal Shukla, emerged victorious, the standard was so high that the judging panel agreed to the creation of impromptu additional prizes to recognise the exceptionally high standard.

Breaking with tradition, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy A, comprising 2015 World Schools Debating Champions Darion Hotan and Etsuko Lim, were acknowledged as the runners up and commended for making the final almost too close to call. Similarly Elizabeth Webb, representing Oxford, was awarded the ‘Bencher’s Pick’ for the exceptional style with which her argument was delivered.

Michael Dunn Goekjian, current World University Debating Championships Best Speaker, defended his title by winning Best Speaker at the Inner IV. Joining him were Hamish Baker (LSE) as Best Novice Speaker and Katherin Tai (Oxford) as Best English Second Language Speaker. Oscar Tucker and Gwylim Taylor (Imperial) won the Novice Final, beating teams from Lincoln’s Inn, SOAS and LSE.

An appreciative audience gave thunderous applause, not just to the winners, but also to Niamh McCarthy and the Inner Temple Catering team for providing a dinner and dessert buffet by candlelight in Inner Temple Hall. In remarks representative of those received every year, one attendee said that the Inner Temple IV was “the most glamorous competition I’ve ever been at!”

The glamour of the IV is a direct response to the high regard its organisers have for the late
Bencher Peter Harrison QC: the IV is held in his honour every year. Peter’s father, Robin Harrison, addressed the audience on Peter’s enthusiasm for teaching student members of the Inn, particularly in debating, advocacy and public speaking. Although they had never met Peter, the debaters could not help but be moved by the life of a man who nurtured and valued the skills of so many like themselves; the Hall again erupted in appreciation.

Master Morley echoed these sentiments by detailing the history of the 18th Century Georgian Silver ‘Harrison Plate,’ named in Master Harrison’s honour to commemorate his life and to continue his work to inspire excellence. With a wry reference to his student days, winning the World Universities Debating Championships and debating against the current Lord Chancellor and other Cabinet members, Master Morley remarked that the Inn could well be hosting future leaders in their field that very night.

The Debating Committee would like to thank Chief Adjudicators Gavin O’Leary, Rebecca Meredith and Matthew Oldham; Equity Officers Emma Foster and Craig MacDonald; Tab team Erik Thompson and Mara Mark; Jake Armes, Oliver May and Emma Lui for spearheading the organisational efforts for the IV; and Rabab Kherbane, Joanna Moyers, Haris Chaudhary, Alexander Matthews, Jack Wright, Nisha Kamiilla, Preetika and Anirudh Mathur, Alexander Bunzl, Shina Animashaun, Anthony Bartholomeusz and Eunice Hau for devoting precious time away from their studies to volunteer in a variety of logistical roles!

The Committee would also like to extend special thanks to Master Morley and the Sub-Treasurer for their continued support for the Debating IV this and every year!

INNER TEMPLE INTER-VARSITY MOOTING 2016
BY ADAM SQUIBBS AND SARAH NEW, INTER-VARSITY MOOTING PRESIDENTS

Kindly sponsored by ICLR and Tanfield Chambers, the 2016 Inner Temple Inter-varsity Moot attracted 28 teams from universities across Great Britain, with Sussex University emerging on top after a five round knock-out competition.

This year’s problem, the fictional case of R (Tank-Engine) v Chief Land Registrar, was based on the recent judgment in the Court of Appeal in R (Best) v Chief Land Registrar [2015] EWCA Civ 17, concerning whether and when criminality will be a bar to a successful adverse possession claim. Having found himself homeless and desperately seeking shelter, Mr T. Tank Engine settled down in a signalling hut, committing an offence contrary to s.16 Railway Regulation Act 1840 in the process. After occupying the land illegally for 10 years, he applied to the Land Registry to be registered as the legal owner: the Land Registry refused on the basis of the criminality involved in his possession of the signalling hut.

Fearing his work on the signalling hut would be wasted, Mr Tank-Engine sought a judicial review against the land registry’s decision. Although unsuccessful before both the Administrative Court and the Court of Appeal, Mr Tank-Engine was given permission to argue the case before the Supreme Court. There were two grounds of appeal for the teams to grapple with. First, that applying a public policy balancing test, the courts had given insufficient weight to the clear public policy considerations in favour of acquisition of title by adverse possession. Second, that criminality would never be a bar to a successful adverse possession claim.

Over the course of the day, the teams competed in a knock-out tournament. Those who were knocked out in earlier rounds were given the opportunity to participate in a number of training events, including Master Morley’s talk on advocacy skills and a skeleton argument workshop.
This was followed by a speed-moot, for teams to put into practice skills they’d learned throughout the day.

The climax of the day was the final of the tournament, in which UCL, representing Mr Tank-Engine, faced Sussex, representing The Chief Land Registrar. They were arguing before a formidable Supreme Court comprising Master Treasurer, Master Brougham, Master Morley, Marc Glover of Tanfield Chambers (Junior counsel for Mr Best in the case of Best), and Sarah Salmon of Arden Chambers.

Though the judges noted that the final was extremely tight, it was Sussex that carried the day and were presented with the prestigious King’s Cup, a gift to the Inn from the King of Bhutan. As the winners, the Sussex team were also awarded a mini-pupillage with Tanfield Chambers and a year’s subscription to the ICLR Online full suite. As the runners-up, UCL were awarded a year’s subscription to the Weekly Law Reports. All finalists were given a copy of “The Devil’s Advocate” by Master Morley.

The organisers of the moot wish to thank everyone who made this year’s competition successful, including the Inn, all members of Inn staff, the Inner Temple Mooting Society, all those who kindly gave up their time to judge and all teams who took part.
Once again, January played host to the Inner Temple Student’s Association Burns Night. The Hall was packed with traditional food and dancing. Once the guests had arrived to the unmistakeable sound of the bagpipes, the Parliament Chamber was filled with laughter and a large amount of tartan.

The catering staff produced an exquisite three-course meal of cock-a-leekie soup and haggis (even dubbed by one guest to be the best haggis he had ever had!)

We were honoured to have Derek Kerr provide the toast to the haggis for the third year running and as always, he gave a splendid tribute to Robert Burns.

The dinner was of course followed by the traditional and energetic ceilidh dancing which made for a brilliant end to a wonderful evening.

The committee would like to thank everyone who attended and look forward to seeing you all again next January!
Each year, the Inn hosts three residential weekend qualifying sessions for its BPTC students. The weekends serve to provide the students with the opportunity to meet senior members of the Inn, to develop their advocacy skills in a relaxed and informal atmosphere and to hear from high profile experts in the area of law under discussion.

The December weekend, entitled *Terrorism in the Dock* and held at Cumberland Lodge in Windsor, was predictably thought-provoking, covering as it did such a topical and sensitive subject. An exceptional panel of speakers included David Anderson QC (Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation), Dr David Lowe (Liverpool John Moores University and Inner Temple Academic Fellow), Commander Richard Walton (Head of Counter-Terrorism Command) and Sara Khan (Co-Director, Inspire), expertly chaired by Master Laws. The panel session was followed by a lively Q&A and was considered a great success by students and seniors alike. Our thanks go to all students, barristers, judges and speakers involved – in particular to Master Paget, Robin Sellers and Kathryn Arnot Drummond who organised the weekend.

The February weekend, entitled *Advocacy: An Art in Need of Revival?*, was held at Highgate House in Northamptonshire. Through a series of talks and demonstrations, the weekend was structured specifically to showcase the fundamental importance of Advocacy as an art. The weekend began with a performance by Master Pascoe of his one-man show about the great advocate Lord Birkett. Students then heard from a panel of experienced advocates including Master Pascoe, Master Birkett, Paul Greaney QC and Master Swift, as well as Joanna Miles (University of Cambridge and Inner Temple Academic Fellow) who gave an informative presentation on the increase in the number of litigants in person and the resulting challenges for advocates. Again, the weekend was a great success and we would like to thank all the students who attended as well as our barrister and judicial members from the Northern and North Eastern circuits who taught at the weekend. In particular, we would like to thank Master Goss and Master Stuart Brown for organising the weekend.

From left to right, Sara Khan, Commander Richard Walton, Master Laws, David Anderson QC and Dr David Lowe
EDUCATION DAY & LECTURE NIGHT

The first lecture in this year’s Reader’s Lecture Series was given on 18 January by Professor Donal Nolan (Oxford University) and Dr James Goudkamp (Oxford University and Inner Temple Academic Fellow) on the topic of Contributory Negligence in Practice.

The topic of this year’s Education Day on 16 February was Ethics and Pupillage. Sessions included ethical discussion groups and talks from various pupils and barristers on their experiences of applying for, and practising at, the Bar. We would like to thank all the member volunteers who participated in the Education Day. If you are a barrister and would like to volunteer your services for a future Education Day, please contact Kerry Upham.

The Education Day was immediately followed by the second lecture in this year’s Reader’s Lecture Series. The lecture was given by Professor Christopher Newdick (University of Reading) and was entitled Are Medical Ethics Bad for our Health?

MARSHALLING

Judges with an interest in participating in the Inner Temple Marshalling Scheme, please contact Kerry Upham for further information.

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT COURSE

On the 16 January, the Inn hosted its annual Practice Management Course for pupils. This course offers advice to pupils on how to run their practice as a business in the modern world and provides information on the various obligations of new practitioners including financial management, ethics, marketing, and the organisational aspects of the business of being a barrister. We could not have provided the course without the participation of volunteers. We would like to thank all who helped, particularly the clerks and solicitors as well as Master Owen Davies and Master Malecka, who gave the introductory talk, and Master Hodge for his tireless work as Course Director and speaker.
NEW PRACTITIONERS’ ADVOCACY & ETHICS COURSE: JUNE 2016

There are still places remaining for the June New Practitioners’ course. There are two parts to the course: a residential weekend which includes the 9 hours’ advocacy requirement (plus a further 8 general CPD hours) and an Ethics Evening at the Inn, providing the full 3 hours’ ethics requirement.

The weekend event takes place from the evening of Friday 10 June to lunchtime on Sunday 12 June at Wotton House in Dorking, Surrey and costs £250 including accommodation, meals, course materials and a place on the coach to and from the venue. Participants will have the opportunity to cross-examine real expert accountant witnesses. The Ethics evening is also included in this fee and will take place at the Inn on Monday 20 June from 5.30pm to 8.30pm. Participants will discuss ethical problems in a mock conference setting with solicitors and barristers. Places are available for civil and criminal groups. To book, please contact David Miller.

ADVOCACY AND THE VULNERABLE

The MoJ announced in the autumn of 2014 that every legal-aid funded advocate working on serious sexual offences cases would have to undertake training in the handling of vulnerable witnesses and defendants. His Honour Judge Peter Rook QC has worked with the Advocacy Training Council and the Bar Council to devise a training package – 4 hours online and 3 hours face-to-face training – to be delivered to the Bar by the Inns and Circuits between 2016 and 2018.

The main objective of the training is to ensure that every advocate understands the treatment that is necessary when handling vulnerable witnesses and defendants. Research has concluded that without accommodating the special needs of such witnesses, the evidence they give is much more likely to be borne out of fear, misunderstanding or suggestibility. This training is not designed to undermine the fundamental principles of the adversarial system within which advocates operate. It seeks to focus on the necessity for tactical changes amongst advocates and the judiciary alike in order to ensure that justice is done and is seen to be done.

The Inn is now seeking member volunteers to act as Facilitators in the forthcoming training sessions, facilitating group discussions. The Inn’s Lead Facilitators will be Sarah Clarke and Peter Clark. Facilitators will be provided with training (currently scheduled for 21 May or 11 June) and will be asked to commit to delivering at least two half-day training sessions at the Inn between autumn 2016 and 2018. (By acting as a Facilitator, practitioners will meet the MoJ requirement to attend training and training will also be CPD accredited.)

Facilitators are required to be at least 7 years’ Call with significant experience of working with vulnerable witnesses, preferably in serious sexual offences cases.

Members’ support for this programme would be greatly appreciated. To express an interest in training to be a Facilitator, please contact Fiona Fulton.

The training will also be provided by the circuits and all the other Inns.
THE PARIS BAR EXCHANGE

An exchange programme for barristers of all four Inns of Court who have been in practice for up to 5 years, the Paris Bar Exchange offers the opportunity to spend the month of September doing a stage in Paris. Avocat members of the Paris Bar of similar seniority spend the month of July doing a stage in London. The Bar of Paris with the Paris Bar School (EFB) offers the following stage to up to four Barristers:

- An introductory seminar and other activities at the EFB
- A stage in an Avocat’s office, preferably specialising in the Barrister’s field of practice
- Attendance at hearings of both interlocutory injunction applications and criminal proceedings
- Visits to the Palais de Justice, an administrative tribunal or the Conseil d’Etat with some marshalling
- Meetings between young Avocats and Barristers and a reception
- Conducting a mock trial in the Palais de Justice in French before French judges

Candidates for the exchange programme (who must speak fluent French) should apply no later than Friday 20 May 2016 by Lettre de motivation in French with CV (in French & English) and financial budget to: Piers Gardner Esq c/o Eamonn O’Reilly Treasury Building London EC4Y 7HL.

For further information, please call 0207 797 8210 or email: pegasus@innertemple.org.uk.

Interviews will take place in late May/early June in the Inner Temple. While candidates will be responsible for their own travel, keep and accommodation, a lump sum of £750 towards costs will be payable by the Pegasus Trust.

The exchanges have been a great success, both in Paris and London, since 1999.
LIBRARY NEWS

SATURDAY OPENING
OPENING HOURS 10AM TO 5PM APRIL - JULY 2016

APRIL
2 April Inner Temple
9 April Lincoln’s Inn
16 April Middle Temple
23 April Gray’s Inn
30 April Inner Temple

MAY
7 May Lincoln’s Inn
14 May Middle Temple
21 May Gray’s Inn
28 May CLOSED

JUNE
4 June Inner Temple
11 June Lincoln’s Inn
18 June Middle Temple
25 June Gray’s Inn

JULY
2 July Inner Temple
9 July Lincoln’s Inn
16 July Middle Temple
23 July Gray’s Inn
30 July CLOSED

ANNUAL REVIEW
The Library’s annual review of activities for 2015 is now on the website www.innertemplelibrary.org.uk

LEGAL RESEARCH TRAINING
Our next series of training sessions for new pupils on various aspects of legal research will be in April. The first session, which provides an overview of legal research, takes place on Monday 4 April between 6.00 p.m. and 7.30 p.m. The second and third sessions, which are in a workshop-style format, take place on the evenings of Tuesday 12 April and Tuesday 19 April respectively between 6.00 p.m. and 7.00 p.m. and will cover case law and legislation. Participants will answer a series of questions using the hard copy and online resources in the Library, where staff will be on hand to help.

Pupils wishing to attend the sessions may register for a place by emailing trainingsessions@innertemple.org.uk.

IT CHANGES
In January Peter Higgins, who has been the Inn’s Network Manager/Systems Librarian since 1999, became the Head of Information Technology. The IT Department, comprising the Head of IT, the Senior Network Administrator (Jonathan Delaney) and the Technology and Communications Officer (Paul Clark) is now recognised as a separate department within the Inner Temple, although Peter and Jonathan continue to be based in the Library. Peter will continue in the role of Systems Librarian, which includes the support and development of the library catalogue, subscription databases, public and staff PCs, and Wi-Fi.

WESTLAW COMMENTARY TRIAL
We have been given access within the Library to Westlaw commentary sources for a three-month trial period from 1 February - 30 April. The trial includes works such as Archbold, Charlesworth & Percy, Chitty, Clerk & Lindsell, McGregor, the White Book and Woodfall. We would be interested in having feedback on the usefulness of the individual online sources included in the trial.
CHORAL COMMEMORATION
WEDNESDAY
11 MAY, 2016
5.30PM
TO MARK
THE 75TH
ANNIVERSARY
OF THE BOMBING
OF THE TEMPLE
CHURCH DURING
THE BLITZ
10-11 MAY, 1941

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Master Sharp stood down as Master of the Library in December after completing two years as Chairman of the Library Committee. Her successor as Master of the Library is Master Sally Smith. Three longstanding members of the Committee - Master Sedley, Master Malecka and Master Fysh - also stood down at the end of 2015. Master Sedley served on the Library Committee for twenty-five years and was Master of the Library from 2004 to 2010. Master Malecka was a Committee member for nineteen years and Master Fysh for fifteen years. Four co-opted members, Jonathan Powell, Turlough Stone, Karin Tampion and Guy Tritton also left the Committee. We would like to thank all of them for their outstanding support of the Library over so many years.

LGBT LEGAL HISTORY TIMELINE
To mark LGBT History Month in February there was a display in the Library charting the legal history of legislation and other milestones in LGBT rights. Subsequently an interactive version has been made available on the Library website which allows users to explore the changes in law including the Offences against the Person Act 1861, the repeal of Section 28, the Gender Recognition Act 2004 and the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013.
Get tied-up
Create your own hand-tied posies with home-grown blooms

Sunday 22 May 2016
Garden open 11am – 3pm
Free event

Free drop-in posy workshops
Tea, coffee and French Crepes food stall

There will be a floral installation in the Peony Garden for the duration of the festival (21 May – 12 June) which can be seen during normal garden opening times.

Inner Temple Garden, EC4Y 7HL
Entry via Tudor Street
www.innertemple.org.uk
@InnTempleGarden
Aspirations are always running high at the beginning of each gardening year due to the excitement of the new season and the desire to build on the previous years’ successes. We take great pride in managing our resources as efficiently as possible to maintain and develop the Garden, and its floral displays, to create the maximum enjoyment for our garden visitors. A beautiful garden right on the doorstep of many offices provides a breathing space away from the desk and this change of scenery creates space for reflection, de-stressing and (as the theory goes) should help to increase your productivity and well-being at work.

Back inside the offices the Inn’s staff kicked off the year with an inspiring management training course, where we were introduced to many useful ideas, one of which was David Brailsford’s ‘marginal gains’ theory. In this theory, each team member is responsible for making small tweaks to their day-to-day jobs, which will create a ‘marginal’ improvement and once you add all those small improvements together they make big difference. This individual empowerment influences not just efficiency, but it also helps to create a positive environment and greater team spirit.

We have been thinking about how to integrate this into our day to day work in the Garden and so far have identified a few areas where we can apply this, as follows:

We booked the service for all our garden machinery well in advance of the upcoming mowing season and made use of the sales offer on reduced servicing costs. We were very pleased with ourselves that we were ready to go, particularly as the mowing seasons started so early this year due to the very mild weather. However that sense of achievement on this improvement was somewhat short lived, when our just serviced mower went out on its maiden voyage and we came into some

CONTINUED OVERLEAF
alignment troubles with our grass collection box. As they say, every dark cloud has a silver lining, and ours was that we still had enough time to recall the mechanic for some additional fine-tuning. And now we are ready to go!

Our other venture with machinery was to take our tractor on a rough ride along the Broadwalk under the Plane Tree Avenue. Our Liriope muscari under-planting in this area has reached maturity in its eight years since planting and now requires cutting. This is a common practice in Japan, where they are used as a lawn alternative and mown regularly, which is where their common name turf lily originates from. Cutting our 13,500 turf lilies was not something we wanted to face doing by hand and instead decided to use the mulch deck of our tractor, which cuts and chops up the clippings, so they can then be retained as green mulch. Keeping the clippings in this way contributes to a more holistic garden approach, reducing green waste whilst also improving the soil which the plants are growing in. This method fits well with another Japanese practice established by Masanobu Fukuoka, which deals with natural farming and permaculture ideas. His books are a very interesting read and they challenge the sometimes too clinical and too perfectly tidy image of a garden, which is quite unnatural. The more natural look can sometimes be a bit too hard for us to swallow, especially in this very traditional environment. Therefore we decided to go with the best of both worlds’ leaving ‘Japanese’ clippings in situ and then covering them with an attractive layer of classic ‘British’ fine, well-rooted horse manure. We spread 37 tonnes over 910 square meters in homage to Henry Ford’s assembly lines.

Continuing on the perfectly tidy theme, a little sign now adorns the door to the Gardeners’ mess room which politely requests the scraping of work boots before entering. This reduces our Friday afternoon hoovering sessions of the floors by at least 5 minutes (!) and satisfies those who would otherwise desire a daily sweep during the muddy season.

As any good management trainer will tell you most of the learning does not happen on the day of the course, but occurs as you try to put into practice your day-to-day work life. Spring always does inspire new concepts, notions and philosophies and the garden team is chuffed with the results so far and motivated to find further ‘marginal gains’ as the seasons roll out.
Born in Bombay 1927, admitted to Inner Temple in 1948, a year after India’s independence, called in 1951, and still practising at the Bombay Bar 65 years later, Mr Lahu Chandrakant Choglu is quite possibly the Inn’s oldest practising member of the Bar.

He remembers his student life in London with affection, from his arrival on the SS Silesia in Liverpool to supplementing his income by giving radio reviews of Shakespeare plays he was paid to see on the BBC World Service. With a chuckle he says he was paid 4 guineas a review compared with one guinea for a junior brief. Laurence Olivier was his firm favourite and Mr Lahu still recites Hamlet with an actor’s art and a barrister’s bark. He lunches regularly at Mumbai’s Radio Club overlooking the Gateway to India.

Another memory is of Clement Attlee, Prime Minister and Bencher of the Inn, addressing a packed Royal Albert Hall of Indian students and telling them that “he” had given them their independence without so much as a reference to Gandhi. They roared their approval nonetheless.

He has the honour of being the only practising barrister who has appeared in all of India’s 28 High Courts, a distinction that was recognised publicly by his Chief Minister and Chief Justice in 2013. He was also one of the first barristers to go “in house” with an eleven year stint running the legal department of Hindustan Lever.

His advice to aspiring barristers today is to marry late or not at all. The Bar is a jealous mistress. And in replying to a Judge who asks ‘what is your strongest point?’ He recommends ‘My Lord, it depends on whether you like the soup, main course or dessert.’

And finally what is the best thing about modern India? The maintenance of traditional values.

And the worst thing? The loss of some of them. Which is which? Ah, at this point a warm smile indicates that he would prefer the jury of Indian opinion to decide.
FOR the third year, the Inner Temple and Lincoln’s Inn are sponsoring an overseas residential masterclass on law, history, politics and society in the context of mass atrocities, this year entitled Conflict Beyond the Reach of Law: Emerging World Order and the Search for Adequate Responses to Political Violence. This is joint venture between the Geoffrey Nice Foundation, the University of Amsterdam and the Serbian Helsinki Committee for Human Rights. The master class will be held in Dubrovnik, Croatia from 4 – 15 July 2016.

Inner Temple and Lincoln’s Inn students were invited to submit applications, which were assessed by a panel including Master Nice, the Sub-Treasurer and the Directors of Education from both Inns. The Inns’ students will join those from Dutch universities and from universities in South East Europe (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia). The faculty staff will include Master Nice, Master Bonomy, Master Korner and Rodney Dixon QC (Temple Garden Chambers).

ORGANISED BY
THE GEOFFREY NICE FOUNDATION
TO BE HELD IN DUBROVNIK, CROATIA
4 – 15 JULY 2016
This will be the sixth consecutive year that the Inner Temple Team has joined the London Legal Walk. Members of the Inn, members of staff, friends and family are welcome to join the Inner Temple Team. The more the merrier!

JOIN THE INNER TEMPLE TEAM: www.innertemple.org.uk/legalwalk16

The Inner Temple Team will gather at the Treasury Office at 4.30pm to collect a free Inner Temple T-shirt and for a team photograph.

TO MAKE A DONATION: www.virginmoneygiving.com/team/InnerTemple

Donations made to the Inner Temple Team will go directly to the London Legal Support Trust.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND FAQs: www.innertemple.org.uk/legalwalk16
Come and Sing with John Rutter

Saturday 30 April 2016
11:00-16:45
Middle Temple Hall and the Temple Church
£25 (including sandwich lunch)

John Rutter conductor

Including:
Rutter The Gift of Life
Vaughan Williams Five Mystical Songs

Internationally treasured composer and director John Rutter returns to the Temple for an enjoyable day of music making. Guests will rehearse and sing in both Middle Temple Hall and the Temple Church; beautiful, historic locations with glorious acoustics.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Monday 2 May 2016 18:30
Middle Temple Hall
£65, £50, £40, £30

Tuesday 3 May 2016 18:30
Middle Temple Hall
Gala dinner after the performance £85. £65, £50, £40, £30

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the play, with Mendelssohn’s Score
To mark the 400th anniversary of the death of Shakespeare where would be more appropriate than the historic Middle Temple Hall, where Twelfth Night was first performed. This sparkling production of one of Shakespeare’s happiest plays features eight actors and will be directed by David Edwards and designed by Colin Mayes, the team responsible for the highly acclaimed Dido and Aeneas in Middle Temple Hall in 2008. The Osycry Ensemble of 36 players, conducted by James Henshaw, Assistant Chorus Master at English National Opera, will fill the Hall with Mendelssohn’s music.

This concert is generously supported by a group of individuals.

After the performance there will be a gala dinner in Inner Temple Hall. The dress code is black tie or festive dress.

Temple Song 2 – Nadine Koutcher

Wednesday 11 May 19:00
Middle Temple Hall
£45, £35, £25, £20, £15, £5

Liszt
Four Victor Hugo settings
Berg
Seven Early Songs
Rimsky Korsakov
Summer Night Dream
Tchaikovsky
Zakalos Solnze, Lullaby, Den li Zarit

Rachmaninov
Near my window, Here is so nice, The Dream, Vocalise, Spring Waters

For the second Temple Song of the year, we are delighted to welcome Nadine Koutcher, winner of the BBC Cardiff Singer of the World 2015. Described as having exceptional technique by the Guardian, Nadine will perform a range of Russian romance songs, as well as exploring beautifully crafted works from Liszt and Berg.

Booking Information

Online:
www.templemusic.org

By phone:
020 7427 5641
(messages can be left on the answering machine)

By post:
TMF
Lower Ground Floor
2 King’s Bench Walk
Temple
London EC4Y 7DE
THE TEMPLE CHURCH
SPECIAL SERVICES AND EVENTS
SPRING 2016

APRIL
Thursday 14 April, 7.30 p.m.
CONCERT – MENUHIN
COMPETITION LONDON 2016

Sunday 17 April, 11.15 a.m.
EASTER CAROL SERVICE
Programme to include Five Mystical Songs (Vaughan Williams)

Wednesday 20 April, 5.30 p.m.
EASTER CAROL SERVICE
This service will be a repeat of the service on Sunday 17 April.

MAY
Wednesday 4 May, 5.30 p.m.
‘THE SEVEN AGES OF MAN’
A celebration of Shakespeare in words and music.

Wednesday 11 May, 5.30 p.m.
CHORAL COMMEMORATION
To mark the 75th Anniversary of the Bombing of the Temple Church during the Blitz, (10-11 May, 1941).

Thursday 19 May, 7.00 p.m.
CONCERT – THE TEMPLE CHURCH CHOIR
Programme to include: Miserere (Allegri), Exultate Deo (Palestrina), Crucifixus (Lotti), Toccata and Fugue in D minor (Bach), Ave verum corpus (Mozart), Zadok the Priest (Handel), Songs of Travel (Vaughan Williams), I was glad (Parry), The Chichester Psalms (Bernstein). Booking: www.templemusic.org

JUNE
Wednesday 29 June, 5.30 p.m.
CHORAL EVENSONG
To mark the 100th Anniversary of the Battle of the Somme

JULY
Sunday 17 July, 11.15 a.m.
BAPTISM, CONFIRMATION AND CHORAL COMMUNION
Last Service of the Legal Year. President and Preacher: The Bishop of London. Followed by a family lunch. To book for lunch catherine@templechurch.com.

CONTACTS
Temple Church
www.templechurch.com
Catherine de Satgé
catherine@templechurch.com
020 7353 8559
Liz Clarke
liz@templechurch.com
020 7427 5650
Temple Music Foundation
tmf@templechurch.com
020 7427 5641
www.templemusic.org

WE ARE HOLDING A CHORAL SERVICE EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING IN TERM-TIME AT 5.30 P.M.
**STAFF NEWS**

**PAUL CLARK**
Paul Clark has been appointed the Inn’s new Technology and Communications Officer, reporting to the Head of Information Technology and the Head of Treasury Office. Paul worked as the Scholarships & Students Co-ordinator in the Education & Training Department for over 7 years. His technical expertise makes him the clear choice to take on this exciting new role as Technology and Communications Officer in the Inn’s new IT department. We wish Paul well in this important new role.

**PETER HIGGINS**
In January 2016 Peter Higgins (formerly Network Manager/Systems Librarian) has been appointed to the new role of Head of Information Technology at the Inn, with responsibility for all aspects of the Inn’s data network and its telephone system. He will also continue to act as Systems Librarian. This is a key new departmental appointment and we wish Peter every success in his new position.

**GEORGINA EVERATT**
Following Paul Clark’s appointment to his new role, we are delighted to welcome Georgina Everatt to the Education & Training team as Scholarships & Students Co-ordinator. Georgina joins us from Oxford Magistrates Court where she was Administrative Officer. We are very much looking forward to working with her.

**KAMIL BARDEGA**
Kamil Bardega has been appointed Junior Chef in the kitchen. He manages the salad counter at lunchtime and works in the evenings at receptions and dinners. This is a wonderful opportunity for Kamil who recently completed his chef training and we wish him well in his new role.

**ABDEL HAJAM**
Abdel Hajam, Chef de Partie, has retired after 17 years’ service to the Inn. He joined Inner Temple in 1998 and had worked for Searcy’s since 1966. The Sub Treasurer hosted a farewell lunch for him with the present and past Chairmen of Searcy’s and members of the Inn’s catering team and other staff. We wish Abdel many years of happy retirement.
We would like to express our best wishes to Julia Hawkins following her retirement. Julia worked for the Council of the Inns of Court for 13 years and will be greatly missed by the four Inns. We wish Julia all the very best and are very grateful for her dedication and support.

LONG SERVICE
Many congratulations to the following members of staff who have completed significant periods of service to the Inn:

25 YEARS
Margaret Clay
Librarian and Keeper of Manuscripts

15 YEARS
Fiona Fulton
Director of Education
Tony Baca
Plumber and Mechanical Foreman

10 YEARS
Lukas Jelinek
Back of House Manager

ALUMNI EVENTS AT INNER TEMPLE

With charities and old school networks always looking for a London base, why not suggest they use your Inn? Meetings, receptions and dinners can all be catered for by our flawless events and catering team. Room Hire discounts for Members and chambers are applicable.

For more information contact the catering office on:
catering@innertemple.org.uk or 02077978230
DIARY
EASTER TERM 2016

APRIL

4 Hall Opens
5 Easter Term Law Sittings Begin
   Estates Committee
6 Schools Project: Pathways to Law
9 Advocacy and Pupillage Applications Day
11 Bar Liaison Committee
12 Executive Committee
   History Society Lecture
   Daines Barrington
   (Master Brown)
13 Books Sub-Committee
15-17 New Practitioners’ Residential Weekend
18 Education & Training Committee
   Temple Women’s Forum
20 Library Committee
   Student Societies Sub-Committee
   Law and Religion Lecture (Professor Trigg)
21 Outreach Report Launch
22 Outreach Conference
25 New Practitioners’ Ethics Evening
26 Investment Sub-Committee
   Dinner for Legal Academics
27 Readers’ Lecture Night
   (Dr Paul Wragg)

MAY

3 Estates Committee
4 Pension Scheme Trustees
   Choral Evensong: Ascension Day
   Dinner for New Silks
5 Bench Table
6-8 Highgate House Weekend
9 Bar Liaison Committee
   Mixed Dining Night
10 Executive Committee
   Dinner for Academic Fellows
11 Anniversary of the end of the Blitz
12 Circuits Committee
   Benchers’ Night
14 BPTC Advocacy Day
16 London Legal Walk
17 Advocacy Training Committee
   Cumberland Lodge & Highgate Dinner
18 COIC Board Meeting (MT)
   Scholarships Committee
22 Chelsea Fringe
26 Amity Dinner for the Islands
27 Hall Closes
   Easter Term Law Sittings End

JUNE

6 Hall Opens
7 Trinity Term Law Sittings Begin

PROCEDURES FOR BOOKING
MASTERS OF THE BENCH:
ór Private Guest Nights: sign in and give the name of your guest in the Private Guest Night book in the Drawing Room, or contact Rosy Gotelee
ór Call Nights: contact Kerry Upham
ór All other Dining Nights and Sunday Lunches (non term): sign in the Book in the Drawing Room, or contact Rosy Gotelee

MEMBERS OF HALL:
ór Private Guest Nights: Rosy Gotelee
ór Call Nights: Kerry Upham
ór All other Dining Nights and Sunday Lunches (non term): Jacqueline Fenton or https://portal.innertemple.org.uk
ór All special dinners: Rosy Gotelee

STUDENTS:
ór Book via https://portal.innertemple.org.uk

EVENTS CONTACTS
Rosy Gotelee 020 7797 8250
rgotelee@innertemple.org.uk
Kerry Upham 020 7797 8213
kupham@innertemple.org.uk
Jacqueline Fenton 020 7797 8241
jfenton@innertemple.org.uk
Catherine de Satgé 020 7353 8559
catherine@templechurch.com

Key
■ Qualifying Sessions
■ Bencher only Events
■ Special Events
### TREASURY OFFICE CONTACT INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henrietta Amodio</td>
<td>Head of Treasury Office</td>
<td>020 7797 8181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Vaughan</td>
<td>Assistant to Head of Treasury Office</td>
<td>020 7797 8182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosy Gotelee</td>
<td>Temporary Events &amp; Administration Assistant</td>
<td>020 7797 8183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jude Hodgson</td>
<td>Membership Registrar</td>
<td>020 7797 8266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Fenton</td>
<td>Membership &amp; Records Assistant</td>
<td>020 7797 8241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia Pilkington</td>
<td>Archivist</td>
<td>020 7797 8251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For general enquiries &amp; parking permits</td>
<td></td>
<td>020 7797 8250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUMMER MARQUEE CELEBRATIONS AT THE INN

No Matter the cause for celebration, an event in the Inner Temple Gardens is always a treat, couple that with our beautiful Marquee and you can guarantee success!

Contact our catering team now to discuss availability on: catering@innertemple.org.uk 02077978230
INNER TEMPLE SUMMER PARTY

HIGHLAND FLING
THURSDAY 7 JULY 2016 6PM-9.30PM

Members and their Guests: £47.00 each
Students: £39.50 *
Food and Drink included in the ticket price. There will be Scottish Dancing, Highland Games and Scottish themed BBQ and drinks.
Dress: smart casual with a Scottish theme
* Two tickets only at this price

To book:
Tickets are available from the Inner Temple Treasury Office:
rgotelee@innertemple.org.uk
or 0207 797 8250
https://portal.innertemple.org.uk

Detail of image by Tim Cockburn. See: www.timcockburn.co.uk